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1. INTRODUCTION

Consider a competitive exchange economy with I commodities and m
consumers, each of whom has a demand function satisfying his budget
equality and maximizing a preference preorder over nonnegative commodity vectors. Each consumer’s excess demand function has three
properties: (H) homogeneity of degree zero in prices; (S) boundedness
from below; and (W) Walras’ law, which are preserved under aggregation
to the community excess demand function, i.e., are ““hereditary.” This
article deals with a conjecture of Hugo Sonnenschein stating that every
candidate community excess demand satisfying the above hereditary
properties can be decomposed into a sum of individual excess deman
functions, each consistent with preference maximization.
Hence the
hereditary properties completely characterize the family of community
excess demand ftmctions.
This problem was first studied by Sonnenschein [7-g], who used an
ingenious argument on the decomposition of multivariate polynomials to
* This paper was written at the MSSB Workshop on Characterization of Connnunity
Excess Demand Functions, Amherst, MA, July 2-6, 1973. The authors are indebted
to the workshop participants, particularly Hugo Sonnenscbein, for useful discussions.
ahis research was supported in part by the Mathematical Social Science Board and by
NSF Grant No. GS-35890X.
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demonstrate the proposition for the case in which nonnumeraire commodity demands are polynomials in nonnumeriare prices, and the domain
of prices is restricted to a compact set of positive price vectors. The
decomposition carried out in that construction requires a number of
consumers determined by the degree of the polynomials involved; this
nonuniformity makes generalization difficult.
An alternative approach to the decomposition, due to Mantel [4], yielded
a stronger result: Any continuously differentiable function on a compact
set of positive prices satisfying the hereditary properties and a mild
Lipschitz condition on first derivatives can be decomposed into the sum
of 21 individual excess demand functions, each consistent with preference
maximization. This argument has two key features. First, it is shown that
the given candidate community excess demand function can be introduced
as a “perturbation”
of the demands of I large “Cobb-Douglas”
consumers
in such a way that these consumers remain preference maximizers. Second,
it is shown that the negative of the excess demand function of a sum of
“Cobb-Douglas”
consumers can be decomposed into individual excess
demand functions of I preference-maximizing
consumers. Then, “adding
and subtracting” the demands of I “Cobb-Douglas”
consumers allows
the decomposition of the given community excess demand function with
21 consumers.
A further improvement has been obtained by Debreu [2], who established
that any continuous function on a compact set of positive prices satisfying
the hereditary properties can be decomposed into I individual excess
demand functions, each consistent with maximization
of a continuous
utility function. This proof uses an elegant geometric decomposition to
show directly that the community excess demand function lies, pointwise,
in the convex cone spanned by I individual utility-maximizing
excess
demand functions. This proves to be the key fact; detailed arguments are
required, then, to establish that the individual excess demand functions
obtained in this construction are, in fact, consistent with maximization
of a continuous, strictly convex, monotone utility function.
As Sonnenschein and Mantel have pointed out, these results have
important
implications in general equilibrium
existence and stability
theory and in econometric demand analysis.
The first result established below grew out of discussions of Debreu’s
paper, and is based on a modification of his geometric decomposition.
We drop the hypothesis of continuity of the community excess demand
function, and consequently do not obtain continuity properties for the
preferences of the individual consumers in the decomposition. A revealed
preference argument replaces the more difficult demonstration of continuous utility maximization. The use of oblique rather than orthogonal
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projections in the proof of the decomposition allows the result to be
extended to the entire set of positive price vectors.
The second subject discussed concerns how far the above result can be
generalized if a further requirement is imposed on the decomposition-namely, that it be compatible with an a priori specification of the aggregate
endowment vector. Examples show the hereditary conditions are not
always sufficient for decomposition; a theorem gives additional conditions
under which decomposition is possible.
Our third subject asks whether the Sonnenscheintheorem can be generalized to upper hemicontinuous
convex-valued
excess demand correspondences. We show that this is not possible; the
conclusion is obtained as a corollary of a very general theorem on the
structure of excess demand correspondences obtained from classical
continuous preference maximization.

2. THE DECOMPOSITION

OF COMMUNITY

EXCESS

EMAND iFTJNcTlONS

ket P = (,z, E R1 1p > O}. A function f: P --j. Rz is a candidate community excess demand function if it satisfies the following.
(II) For every p E P and h > 0, f(hp) = f(p) [Homogeneity].
(W) For every p E P, p * f(p) = 0 [Walras’ law].
(B) There exists CJ> 0 such that, for every p E P, J(p) + JJ > 0
[bounded below].
Usually a consumer is defined by a nonnegative endowment vector in
and a preference preorder on a consumption set, taken here to be the
nonnegative orthant of Rz. It follows from standard arguments (see
Richter [5]) that any function f satisfying the hereditary properties
), (W), and (B) and the strong axiom of revealed preference (SARP)1
can be obtained as the excess demand function of a preference-maximizing
consumer of this type. Thus, in this section, we define a preference‘zing consumer by an “excess demand” function satisfying (

THEOREM 1. fi P + R” satisfies (ET), (W), and (B) if and O&Y $’ there
exist 1preference-maximizing consumerswhose individual excess demamd
functions

sum

to

Jf

1 By the SARP in this context of excess demand fm-ztions we mean the acyciicity
of the relation D defined by xDy e+ x f y and p . x = 0 > y . y f~or some p E P for
which x = f(p).
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ProoJ The “if” portion of the theorem is immediate. The “only if”
portion is established in two steps. The first step constructs a class of
excess demand functions which satisfy SARP. The second step shows that
each candidate community excess demand function can be written as the
sum of I members of this class.
Let Q denote the intersection of P with a sphere of radius 2 14 j centered
at -q; i.e.,

Q={PEPI~P+~).(P+~)=~~.~).

(1)

From this construction, one has the following facts: (i) for each p E P,
there exists a unique scalar h > 0 such that hp E Q; (ii) P = {hp I p E Q and
h > 01; (iii) q E Q; and (iv) ifp, Y E Q andp # r, then (r + q) . (p + q) <
4q * q. Setting r = q implies p * q < q . q, and hence p +(p + q) =
3q * q - p * q > 2q . q. We shall establish the following result to complete
the first step of the proof. (The transpose of a vector p is denoted by pT;
I is the identity matrix.)
LEMMA 1. If a E Rz is a nonnegative nonzero vector and p: Q --+ R is a
positive real function, then h: Q + RI defined by

h(p) = P(P) (I -

jp. (‘p “:;I

)a

can be extendedfrom Q to P so as to satisfy (H), (W), and SARP.

Figure 1 shows the construction of Q and h: h(p) is the (oblique)
projection along the direction p + q of the vector p(p) a on the hyperplane
T(p) = {x E Rz 1p . x = 01. Since p * h(p) = 0, it is immediate that
h can be extended to P so that (H) and (W) hold. To prove that SARP
holds on P, it suffices to consider r, p E Q. The condition for h(r) to be
directly revealed preferred to h(p) is h(r) # h(p) (hence r # p) and

Butpea

> Oand

implying 0 > r * a -p * a. Thus, h(r) is directly revealed preferred to
h(p) only if r, p stand in the linear order r * a < p * a. Hence, the revealed
preference relation is acyclic, and SARP holds. This completes the proof
of the lemma.
The second step of the theorem proof shows that the candidate community excess demand function can be written as the sum of I individual
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1

excess demand functions of the form given in the lemma. Let ai denote
the ith unit vector and pi(p) the ith component off(p) t p + q, which
by condition (B) is positive. Then

and so p - j(p)

= 0 implies

= i

WP),

i=l

where 18 is defined in Eq. (2) with a = LYand /I = Pi a
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Finally, we note that, for p E Q,
hyp) > _ (P + 4) Pi(P)G = -(p
P . (P + 41

+ q) PdxP) + Pi2 4 Picii
*
P ‘(P + 4)

Conditions (W) and (B) imply p&(p) < p . 4. Hence, hi is uniformly
bounded below and satisfies (B). This completes the proof of the theorem.
This result covers the usual case in which P is the domain of the
candidate community excess demand function and the demand for some
commodity becomes unbounded above as the price of a commodity
approaches zero. An analogous result can be established for the alternative
case that the community excess demand function is defined and bounded on
p = {p E Rz 1p 3 0 and p # O}. We sayf: p -+ Rz is totally bounded (TB)
if there exists 4 > 0 such that for everyp E p,f(p) - q Q 0 <f(p)
+ q*
THEOREM 2. f: P -+ Rz satis$es(H), (W), and (TB) if and only if there
exist I consumers,each satisfying SARP, whose individual excess demand
functions satisfy (H), (W), and (TB) and sum to f.

Proof. The argument requires only minor modifications of the proof
of the hrst theorem. Define s in Eq. (1) by replacing P with p,. Lemma 1
continues to hold with Q replaced by & provided the vector a is strictly
positive.
In the second step of the proof, let ai denote the ith unit vector, e denote
a vector of ones, and 01denote a positive scalar. Consider the system of
equations
S(P)

+ p +

4 =

2

$4

MpW

+

a4

(6)

in the unknowns p(p) = (PI(p),..., ,&(p)), with the solution

P(P)

=

[I -

$-J

eeT]

(f(p)

+ P +

4).

(7)

Condition (TB) implies that q can be chosen so thatf(p) + p + q 3 8q 2 0
for some 6 > 0, and that 01 > 0 can be chosen so that

%> &

eeT(p+ W > &

eeT(fW + P + 4)-
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For this value of a, p(p) > 0 for p E &. Write

f(p) = i Pi(~>b” + a4 - (P + 41
i=l

= il &(p) [I -

(p + 4)pT
P . (P + 4)

= i hi(p),
i=l

where hi is defined in Eq. (2) with a = ai + ae > 0. Then the modification
above of Lemma 1 applies, establishing that hi is an individual excess
demand function satisfying SARP.
Equation (7) and condition (TB) on f imply that p(p) is uniformly
bounded on &. It is then immediate from Eq. (2) that the h” satisfy (T
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
Remark. It is evident from the proof that the individual excess demand
functions in the decompositions established in Theorems 1 and 2 sha
most smoothness properties of the candidate community excess deman
functions.

3. DECOMPOSITION

OF COMMUNITY

TOTAL

EMAND FUNCTIONS

Suppose that, in addition to observing a candidate community excess
demand function, one observes the aggregate endowment vector. Do there
exist individuals behaving as preorder maximizers, with the nonnegative
orthant as a consumption set, whose individual excess demand functions
sum to the community excess demand function ? An example shows the
answer is sometimes negative.2 Let w denote an endowment vector, and
x denote a total demand vector (e.g., x - w is the excess demand vector).
EXP~MPLE 1. I = 2, u = (1, l), x1 = (0; xZ1),pl . x2 < p’ * x1 (Fig. 2).
An argument by contradiction is given. Suppose there exist p1consumers,
i = l,..., y1(for some n), with endowments ui > 0 and deman
for the budget with prices pl, p2, such that cet= Ci wi, xj = EC xii for
j = 1,2. Then x 11 = 0 implies X? = 0, and hence p2 ~.x% < p2 . xzi.
The strong axiom then requires p1 * xxi < pL * xzi3 or p” * x1 < p1 . x2:
for a contradiction.
3 The following examples are due to D. McFadden; the theorem below sh
an earlier result obtained by D. McFadden and M. K. Richter.
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FIGURE

2

FIGURE

3

%

In view of this example, it is interesting that for I = 2 any strictly
positive community demand function can be written as the sum of
two individual
demand functions.
Let w = (q, c+) > 0 and
x(p) = f(p) + w > 0 be given for p E P. Define consumer 1 to have the
endowment (wl , 0) and demand function x’(p) = x(p)p,w,/p
* co.
Define consumer 2 to have the endowment (0, WJ and demand function
X”(P) = dP>P?.%lP * cfJ. Note from Fig. 3 that, since x”(p) > 0 for
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every p E P, the weak axiom, hence the strong holds for x”(p). The same
argument establishes that x1(~) satisfies the strong axiom.
The next example shows that in the case of three comm~~ties there
exist pointwise relatively open sets of aggregate demand frictions which
cannot be written as the sum of individual demand functions.
EXAMPLE
2. I = 3, w = (0, 0, 1); p1 = (1,2, 11, p2 = (2, I, I>.
show (see Fig. 4) that any x(e) satisfying xl(pl) < 4, x&+) < & an
xz(pz) < 4, x,(p2) < k cannot be decomposed. The argument is by contradiction. Suppose there exist consumers E’= I,..,, 71 (for some n) with
endowments wi = (0, 0, ai) and demand vectors +, 9 at
respectively, with 1 = xi cli, x(p”) = Ci xii = xl; and x(p”)
For individual i, the strong axiom applied to p1 and pz is equivalent to
(a> ~1 * xsi > p1 . xxi, (b) p2 . xii > p2 . xzi, or (c) 3 = 9. Furthermore, if two individuals are of the same type, say (a), (b) or (c), then the
sum of their demands satisfies the same condition and hence the strong
axiom. Then it is sufficient to consider the “composite” consumers a, b,
and c. Write xii, x2i with i = LZ,b, c, for their demands.
We have the inequalities

p= ” x2 -pl.xl

=

c

Pl

.($i

-

$i>

>

p'

.($b

-

,qjl

i-a,b,c

and similarly

p2 * x1 - p2 * x2 > p2 . (Sa - x23. The minimum

FIGURE?

4

value,
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-ao1,/2, of pl ’ (XSb - 9”) that could be achieved by varying xZb occurs at
xzb = (&,/2,0,0). Similarly, the minimum value of p2 * (xl5 - x2”) occurs
at xla = (0, 01,/2,0). Hence, it is necessary that p1 * x2 > 1 - &!b/2 and
p2 * x1 > 1 - 42.
On the other hand, the constraints xI(pl) < 4,
x3(p1) < i, and x2(p2) < 6, x3(p2) < &, implypl
* x2 < 2 andp2 . x1 < 2.
Combining
these inequalities,
$ > 1 - %b/2, or 01~> 4. Similarly,
01, > +. But aa + ab = 1 - 01~< 1, for a contradiction.
The next result establishes that any candidate aggregate demand
function “close” pointwise to a given aggregate endowment can be
decomposed. Assume hereafter the aggregate endowment is strictly
positive, and scale commodities so that it becomes a vector of ones.
THEOREM
3. Iff: P + Rz satisfies (H), (W), and f(p) + w/3Z2 > 0,
where w = (l,..., 1) is the aggregate endowment, then there exist I consumers
with identical endowments w/l whose demandfunctions x”(p) satisfy SARP,

and x”(p) > 0, with f(p)

(H>, P . X”(P) = P . 4,
Proof.

individual

+ w = xi x”(p).

In the proof of Theorem 1, the following bounds are obtained on
excess demand functions, where 4 satisfies f(p) + q > 0:

WP) 2 -(P + 4)(P . 4 + Pi2 + P&)/P . (P + 4h
p.q+p*(p+q)=%~.q,
and %*q<p.(p+q)<3q*q.
pi+qi<21qIorp+qG21qjw.Hence,
f+(P) 3 -HP

+ 4) b -3

P * 4 G 4.4,
Then

I 4 I w.

Therefore, hi(p) + w/l > 0 provided j q j < $1. Taking q = w/312 satisfies
this condition. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
Remark.
The decomposition in this theorem gives the same income
to each consumer. It is immediate from the proof that an analogous
result could be established for any specified distribution of income.

4.

DECOMPOSITION

OF

COMMUNITY

EXCESS

DEMAND

CORRESPONDENCES

For the next topic we want to treat, it is convenient (but by no means
essential) to bring in some continuity considerations which so far have
played no role.
A consumer will now be defined as a pair (2, W) where 2 is a continuous, convex, monotone preference relation3 on the consumption set P,
the closure of P, and w E P is the initial endowment vector. For the rest
3 For

definitions,

all of them

standard,

see Debreu

[l].
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of this paper, pure exchange economies are understood to be composed
by consumers with those characteristics. Besides the conditions at the
beginning of the text, (II), (B), and (W), excess demand correspondences
will now satisfy two more hereditary properties: upper hemico~tin~ity
(u.h.c.) and convex valuedness.
We pose the following question: Can every convex valued u.h.c.
correspondence (from P to Rz) which satisfies (II), (
generated as the excess demand correspondence of a pure exchange
economy ? The next theorem yields a negative answer by showing that
these correspondences are in fact subject to strong restrictions.
A subset E of a topologica! space X is meager (or first category) if it
is contained in a countable union of closed sets with empty interior.
4.’ If f: P ---f R1 is the excess demand correspondence of a
exchange economy (with participants as defined above), then except
for a meager subset ofP the values off are polyhedra.
THEOREM

pure

Since, by the Baire Category Theorem (see Royden [a, p. 1391) open
subsets of P are not meager, it follows, for example, that if Z > 2 then
f(p) = (x E RL 1p . x = 0, /j x jl < 1) cannot be rationalized in any subset
of B with a nonempty interior. We remark, in passing, that there is no hope
of retrieving a positive result by dropping the continuity requirement
on preferences.
Countable unions of meager sets are meager; therefore, the theorem is
an immediate corollary of the following.
I. Let f. P + Rz be the excess demand correspondenceof a consun12r
(2, co). Then, except for a meagersubsetof P, the values od$Saresegments.

We remark

that points

are (degenerate)

segments. For p E P let

T(p) = (x E Rz: p . x = 0); the smallest, closed, convex cone containing

a set C C Rz shall be denoted e. If E C Rz is a cone, let Bdry E be its
oundary, let AE be its asymptotic cone ( ebreu [l, p. 2213, and let
* x 2 0 for every x E E). E” is a cone, and if E is closed
Eis a pointed cone (i.e., x E 6 - (0) implies -x 6 E),
To prove I we shall need the following.
11. If C is a nonempty, closed, convex set boundedbelow and such that
C + 43C C and 0 + C, then t? is pointed (i.e., ifx E c N (O}, then -x 4 6).

ProojI
definition
* This

For any x E Rz - (01, x’ will denote the ray through x.
of the asymptotic cone, if x E Q - (0) and 3 n 67 = 0 then

result

is due to hdreu

Mas-Colell.
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x E AC. Suppose that for some y E e N (O}, -y E e. Since AC = P,
either y $ AC or -y 6 AC. Without loss of generality, let y $8AC; then
y’ n C # m and therefore (since 0 $ C and C + P C C) y $ -P, which
implies -y $ AC = H, so -y n C # ia. But j3 n C # M and
-j n C # .@implies 0 E C, a contradiction.
III.
If r C R1 is a nonempty, closed, conuex pointed cone, then
J = (p E Bdry P 1 T(p) n I’is a ray} is densein Bdry P.
Proof. We can take 4 E Int P and let M = (X E Rz / q . x = 1).
Then M n r is a compact convex subset of M. The density of
J = {p E Bdry r” j T(p) n r n M is a point) in Bdry P’ follows then, for
example, from the differentiability a.e. on T(q) of the support function
of M n I’ (see Katzner [3, pp. 204-2101).
Let fi P ---f Rz and (2, w) be as in the statement of I. For E > 0, let
A, C P consist of the elementsp E P for whichf(p) contains some triangle
of area 2~. Because of the u.h.c. off on P, AEnis closed. We show the
following.
IV.

A, has empty interior.

ProoJ

Let p E A, and, for any x Ef (p), consider
c={yEP:y~x+w}-{o}.

Suppose first that 0 6 C. Note thatp E Bdry f? and that if q E (Bdry p) n P
then f (q) C C n T(q). Hence, by II and III we can find (p,} ----fp, pn E P,
such that f (p,) is a segment which implies pn .$ A, . This concludes the
proof of IV since, if 0 E C (which implies 0 Ef (p)), we can approximate p
arbitrarily closely by a p* such that T(p*) intersects the interior of C,
implying f (p) n f (p*) = (25,so 0 $ f (p*), and we are in the first case.
To complete the proof of I note that, by IV and the remark preceding
it, A = U,“=, Alin is meager and, if p 4 A, then f(p) has to be a segment.
5. FURTHER QUESTIONS

This paper has established that candidate community excess demand
functions in an economy with I commodities can be decomposed into
the sum of I individual excess demand functions, each consistent with
preference maximization.
This conclusion has been shown not to hold
universally when consideration is extended to candidate community
total demand functions or excess demand correspondences.
These results suggest several further questions which we have not
attempted to answer.
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(i) Suppose the hypothesis of continuity of the comrn~~i~y excess
demand function is added in Theorems 1 and 2. Can one obtain the result
of Debreu that decomposition is possible with individual excess demand
functions consistent with maximization
of a co~ti~~o~s utility function?
There is no obvious obstacle to such a demonstration;
however, the
extended domains of the excess demand functions in these theorems
cause considerable technical difficulties in adapting the arguments of
Debreu. We should add that, if one wants ~o~t~~~~ns and monotone
utility functions, the difficulties may be substantial.
(ii) Suppose a candidate community total demand function is specified
as a function of prices and the aggregate endowment (or aggregate income).
Under what conditions, including specification of the income
is decomposition possible with individual demand functions of prices and
individual endowments (or individual incomes) that are consistent with
preference maximization ?5
(iii) In light of Theorem 4, is there a set of sufhcient conditions, short
of single-valuedness, which would make possible the decomposition of
a convex valued u.h.c. excess demand correspondence?
(iv> Suppose in each of the questions posed in this paper that one can
introduce a competitive profit-maximizing
production sector, satisfyying
the usual technological assumptions and having specified rules for
distribution of profits. Can one now decompose a broader class of community demand functions ?
(v) Suppose in one of the questions above that a specified demand
annot be decomposed. Under what conditions are there decommand relations arbitrarily “close” (in some sense) to the given
one ? In view of Theorem 4, this question is ~arti~~~ar~~~ interesting for
the case of correspondences.
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